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The Graduate School
Seoul National University
In this dissertation, a multiplex colorimetric diagnosis platform using encoded
microparticles is proposed. Multiple target biomolecules can be detected by an
office scanner as a concept of point of care tests within low-resource settings. The
encoded microparticles guarantee high multiplexing capacity up to millions.
Detection using gold nanoparticles in platform was demonstrated with assay results
according to the color change of the encoded microparticles. Realizing scannerbased multiplex assay, this platform’s novelty lies in fabrication of the encoded
particles with two materials and introduction of a signal enhancement step to the
multiplex bead-based assay using deposition of gold for higher sensitivity.
The encoded microparticles, in which the engraved codes indicate the types of
target molecules, are prepared to capture target. The design of the particles
including the size and the materials were determined, to analyze the assay results
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with images taken by scanners. Also, the high-throughput fabrication methods have
been developed to guarantee that more than 1000 particles can be fabricated in less
than 3 minutes. The encoded particles with a single code are coated by silica and
chemically conjugated to one type of capture molecules. This pairing guarantees
the code to indicate the type of target molecules in multiplexing assay. The encoded
microparticles targeting various molecules are pooled and reacted to samples with
target molecules. After capturing targets on the multiple types of encoded particles,
the particles conjugated with targets react with detection molecules. The detection
molecules include gold nanoparticles to change the levels of target molecules into
color signals. If the signal is too weak, a signal enhancement step is introduced
using gold deposition to the seed gold nanoparticles with targets. After the whole
colorimetric assay, the reacted particles are imaged using an office scanner, from
which the code and the assay results are analyzed using image processing. The size
of the microparticles was considered according to the proper resolution of the
scanners. To be applied to various situations, two types of particles have been
developed and utilized. 900μm particles with 2.5 million kinds of character codes
and 300μm particles with 70-256 kinds of binary codes are developed to be
scanned with 1200 and 4800 dpi respectively.
As a proof of concept to show a wide range of applications, proteins and genes
are detected. Using 4-plex assay, multiple sclerosis autoimmune disease patients
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are classified from healthy people with p<0.0001 in an unpaired t-test. Using 3plex assay, bacterial meningitis genes are detected within 1000 molecules.
This scanner-based assay platform can expand the clinical impacts of the
multiplex assay. This platform can be applied to various circumstances where highresource settings have not been set. With operators and scanners, the platform can
be applied to multiplex assay in high multiplexing capacity and high throughput.

Keywords: multiplex colorimetric assay, point-of-care test, encoded microparticle,
office scanner, diagnosis with immunoassay or genotyping
Student Number: 2013-20880
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In this chapter, a multiplex point of care test is described. The need for
multiplex test and the unmet need of a decentralized multiplex point of care test is
introduced sequentially. Finally, the idea of multiplex colorimetric assay platform
with encoded microparticle is presented as the subject of this dissertation. This
multiplex colorimetric assay platform uses a widely spread office scanner as a final
detection tool of the multiplex colorimetric assay. The advantages of this scanner as
a detector are explained compared to other imaging tools. The core technologies in
the platform are dual-functional microparticle and signal enhancement from gold
deposition on gold nanoparticles.

１

1.1.

Multiplex point of care test
Multiple biomolecules in the blood can be used to identify physical or

physiological states of people. Multiple molecules can identify the clinical status of
a person more accurately and rapidly. Technology for screening multiple targets
have been developed well. However, previously commercialized machines are
limited to be applied to decentralized circumstance because they are reliable in
high-resource laboratory settings. The decentralized multiplex screening is
necessary to make higher social impacts to treat people in the world, especially
with infectious diseases. The ideal multiplex point of care system should be
informative and reliable to get enough information in clinical applications as well
as cheap, automated and technically undemanding to be applied closer to the
potential patients.

1.1.1.

Multiplex assay for diagnosis of patients

A huge amount of information is integrated into blood [1], [2]. Blood includes
biomolecules such as antibody, antigen, DNA, and RNA. These biomolecules are
not only from the person but also the infectious bacteria, parasites, viruses or yeast
if the person is infected. Specific targets in those massive amounts of biomolecules
can be used to determine the physiological or pathological state of the person.
These biomolecules can be detected in vitro using capture molecules and
detecting molecules [3]. Biomarkers are defined by the National Institutes of
２

Health (NIH) as “molecules that can be reliably and accurately measured and are
indicators of normal or disease biological processes and responses to therapeutic
interventions” [4]. The in vitro test can detect pathogens directly and rapidly from
the blood, and there is no need for culturing in order to make accurate pathogen
detection [5]. For typing and quantifying these biomolecules, the specificity of
between antibody and antigen and between complementary sequences of DNA is
widely used. Capture molecules are fixed on the specific region of the substrate to
fix target molecules at the specific region. Detection molecules are combined to the
target molecules at the specific region. Moreover, the detection molecules send an
optical or electrical signal to quantify the amount of or typing the levels of the
target biomarkers (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Detection process of target biomolecules in blood. Biomolecules include
antibodies, antigens, RNAs and DNAs. The target molecules are detected with
sequential biochemical reactions with capture molecules, target molecules and
detection molecules. Target molecules can be quantified or typed with on-off
detection.
These quantification or genotyping of specific biomolecules help to determine
３

a physiological or pathological state of a person in various diseases. For molecular
diagnosis, laboratory polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test has been widely used
with patients for clinical applications [6]. This research suggests that genotyping of
biomarkers can affect clinical decisions. Besides, these accurate tests promote rapid
therapeutic effect and reduce unnecessary sequential tests in the long term.
Multiplex assay helps to diagnose various pathological states of patients more
accurately. In many instances, clinical information derived from a single target is
not enough to diagnose or monitor diseases appropriately. Measuring multiple
proteins and genes provides more accurate information for accurate and early
detection in a personalized approach. For example, in diagnosing prostate cancer,
multiple detections with five biomarkers have been shown to improve diagnostic
accuracy to 99% from 70% with a single biomarker [7]. In detecting autoantibodies,
multiple detections with three biomarkers allow to discriminate between celiac
disease patients and healthy controls with raising sensitivity and specificity to 80%,
which is not provided using a single biomarker [8]. In some cases, some specific
biomarkers indicate the physiological state of a person so can be used to monitor
the diseases of the person. Representative targets are elevated levels of low-density
lipoprotein, cholesterol, and C-reactive protein which are related to cardiovascular
disease [9]–[11].
With multiplex assay, it is easier to determine pathological states within
similar symptoms of various infectious diseases. Many infectious diseases have
similar signs and symptoms such as fever, headache, drowsy and muscle pain.
４

However, in today’s real clinical tests, only standard and representative pathogens
are tested which are associated with those symptoms. So many of infections are not
diagnosed rapidly and accurately. Also, additional downstream tests are performed
with extended time and inefficient treatments. Highly multiplex assay is used to
help to provide a proper clinical decision accurately from various targets with
many pathogen variations, compared to single-plex diagnosis [12]. In the process
of diagnosis and monitoring, multiplexing is getting more critical. There are
clinical needs to get more complex data to acquire accurate information because of
the interplay between various and complex biological networks [13]. This rapid
and accurate multiplex diagnosis also has economic profit with detecting antibodies
[14] and genes [15]. Especially for infectious diseases, the rapid and accurate
detection can decrease infection to healthy people from patients in which
tremendous economic efforts are necessary.
The number of applicable biomarkers for multiplex tests is increasing in order
to make multiplex assay more essential and useful. Biomarkers are detected
continuously with simultaneous examinations of new analytes for various diseases.
Advances in molecular biology, genomics and pharmaceutics continue to discover
an increasing number of applicable target biomarkers for diagnostic and therapeutic
improvement [16]–[18].

1.1.2.

Needs of multiplex point of care test near to patients

Although the multiplex assay has been developed for better treatment with the
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rapid and accurate diagnosis, the social effect has not occurred in both high and
low-income countries. That is because the experiments are held with welldeveloped laboratories with high resources including money and experimental
settings [7]. Especially in low-income countries, the previously developed and
commercialized systems are harder to be applied.
Decentralized multi-disease diagnostic platforms, which can simultaneously
test for multiple infectious agents and pathogen variations, simplify disease
diagnosis and management [19]. This multiplex point of care test (POCT) reduces
the cost of testing, increases access to testing for poorly funded diseases, improves
the management of coinfections and increases case-finding of individuals with
specific coinfections [20]. So the decentralized POCT helps many situations
including tests where a quick decision is necessary for decreasing number of
patients of infectious disease. Moreover, there are so many cases where the patients
do not return to the hospital for follow-up diagnosis and treatment although the
diagnosis takes time. A sexually transmitted disease is a representative example
where decentralized POCT can be effective [21].
Multiplex POCT is necessary especially for infectious diseases which are in
veil (i.e. what, where and when the diseases emerge in the world). Emerging
infections can be defined as “infections that have newly appeared in a population
or have existed but are rapidly increasing in incidence or geographic range” [22].
These infections include respiratory infections, HIV/AIDS, diarrheal diseases,
meningitis, influenza and others. Around 15 million global annual death is
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estimated to have relation to infectious diseases in total 57 million death worldwide
[23], [24]. There are many occasions of emerging and re-emerging infections
(figure 1.2), and the regions of these appearances and spreads are not predictable as
well as can be positioned where the high-resource settings are not prepared.

Figure 1.2 Schematic for indicating global locations where infectious diseases are
emerged or re-emerged. Red dots indicate the locations where new diseases
emerged, blue dots indicate the locations where diseases re-emerged or resurged
and black dots indicate the locations where diseases emerge deliberately [23], [25].
Decentralized multiplex POCT helps to diagnose rapid and accurately within
low-resource settings. For centralized multiplex tests, time delays are usually
caused by sample transport to centralized laboratories and schedules in centralized
laboratories with following low-plex tests. So the time to make clinical decisions
can be shortened by switching conventional laboratory tests to decentralized
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multiplex POCT. Diagnosis results from the multiplex data acquired at
decentralized laboratories can be used to decide further testing or treatment.
The decentralized multiplex POCTs maximize the advantages with the
availability of high-throughput tests. With a single multiplex test, the disease of a
person can be diagnosed more accurately to be treated efficiently and decrease
infections to healthy people. Rapid and accurate tests help physicians being able to
access information faster and to treat more appropriately without unnecessary
prescription [26], [27]. However, because of similar symptoms and active
infections, it is essential to test enough amount of samples. So the multiplex
POCTs have to be screened in high-throughput to maximize the impact in the case
of infectious disease.

1.2.

Main Concept: Multiplex colorimetric assay platform with

encoded microparticle
The main objective of this dissertation is to propose and prove the concept of
multiplex colorimetric assay platform using encoded microparticles (figure 1.3).
This system has advantages in multiplexing capacity, decentralization of tests, and
throughput of parallel tests. The multiplexing capacity is guaranteed with encoded
microparticles with high capacity of encoding as labels to indicate target
biomarkers fixed on the particles. The decentralization of tests is developed based
on the technically and industrially low-resource setting. The assay results are
detected with a widely spread office scanner by introducing colorimetric assay to
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the multiplex bead-based assay. The parallel assays assure the throughput with the
highly flexible bead-based assay system and the detection using office scanners
where the broad field of view is guaranteed for the micro-sized particles.

Figure 1.3 Schematic of system for scanner-based multiplex colorimetric assay
with encoded microparticles. The encoded microparticles are conjugated with
different targets via the codes. The encoded microparticles are pooled together and
biochemically reacted in a tube with a sample including targets. Finally, the reacted
particles are scanned on an office scanner [28].

1.2.1.

Multiplex colorimetric assay platform with encoded

microparticle
The multiplex colorimetric assay platform is described in this dissertation
using encoded microparticles and scanner-based colorimetric assay with gold
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nanoparticles. The encoded microparticles are conjugated with capture molecules
which make specific binding of target biomarkers. The code indicates the type of
the target molecules. After biochemical reaction in the tube, particles have the color
change proportional to the amount of the target biomarkers. Samples are reacted in
a separated tube with multiple encoded particles. The encoded particles are reacted
and washed several times. Then, the particles are placed in the transparent plate on
an office scanner. Finally, the particles are imaged by the scanner with showing
code and color change (Figure 1.3). This detection with an office scanner is
realized with the gold nanoparticles conjugated on the detecting molecules. The
gold nanoparticles change the levels of target molecules into optical signals which
can be detected by an office scanner. As a proof of concept to show that the
platform can be applied to various targets, proteins and genes are detected in
multiplex with this platform.

1.2.2.

Advantages of scanner as widely spread detecting device

An office scanner has advantages as a low-resource setting because the
scanner is cheap and already wide spread device. Compared to office scanners, the
introduction of previous high-cost multiplex devices such as Ella®

[29],

Filmarray® [30], Verigene® and Luminex® [31] is costly in fixed cost to set up
and requires a continuous variable cost because of expensive kit [32], [33]. This
high cost is a big hurdle to introduce conventional devices to small decentralized
faculties including small labs or hospitals.
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Among the wide spread imaging devices including smartphones and cameras,
the office scanner has advantages in imaging easily in high throughput (figure 1.4).
The scanner has a large field of view with various options in resolution. Also, a
scanner is free from focusing in order to image encoded particles compared to
other devices like smartphones and cameras. Light exposure is stable because the
light depends on the built-in light source of the scanner. Smartphone-based imaging
can be affected by the external light under various circumstances [34].
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Figure 1.4 Comparison between smartphone and office scanner. Smartphone
system needs additional devices such as a lens and a focusing system. There are
pros and cons of the devices. Pros are noted in blue and cons are noted in red.

1.2.3.

Core technology of platform

In this platform codes and assay results of the multiple particles should be
detectable by an office-scanner image. The codes of the particle indicate the target
biomarkers and the color changes of the particle indicate the level of the target
biomarkers. To realize scanner-based assays with high multiplexing capacity and
high sensitivity, the encoded particles consist of two materials integrating a colored
region showing the code and a transparent region having a low background color
intensity to show colorimetric results with the high sensitivity. Additionally, a
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signal enhancement strategy is introduced to this bead-based colorimetric assay by
depositing gold molecules on the seed gold nanoparticles for detection.
One of the main difficulties of this platform is to show code and color change
with limited imaging ability of an office scanner. Especially the codes should be
detectable without any additional lens in which the boundary of transparent regions
can be imaged in high quality. The color change, also, should be shown sensitively
to achieve the meaningful limit of detection according to the target molecules. The
scanned images cannot detect transparent particle well as the transparent particle
has little difference with the background color. Compared to the microscopic
images at high magnifications, the scanned images are limited to distinguish the
regions with little difference in color. Furthermore, the scanned images cannot
detect particle codes with groove form (figure 1.5) which have been developed to
be applied to a highly multiplex platform with easily imaged by a microscope with
lens [35]. For the colorimetric assay, the signal is weaker than that of the
fluorescent assay. To achieve higher sensitivity, signal enhancement steps have
been introduced to colorimetric assay using condensation of gold or silver to seed
nanoparticles [36], [37]. Also, this system is applied to multiplex colorimetric
assay [38]. However, this signal enhancement process has not been applied to
bead-based assay in a multiplexing manner. It is because the deposition of gold on
the encoded beads makes the codes of the particles disappeared. Especially the
code as a thin groove on the particle is easily disappeared (figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.5 Microscope images and schematic of lateral view for before and after
colorimetric assay with condensation of gold on 50 um bead. The code of the
particle is a groove form which is not holes. The condensation of gold is to enhance
the optical color change in order to detect molecules with higher sensitivity. The
condensation of gold inhibits code to be identified in bright field image from a
microscope.
The strategies to overcome these main difficulties in this dissertation are using
particles integrated with dual functions and introducing a signal enhancement step
to the encoded dual particles.
The integrated dual functions are for higher sensitivity to detect biomarkers in
colorimetric method and for detectable code which are achievable by RGB values
of scanned images (Figure 1.6). To get the color change more sensitively,
transparent particles have an advantage because transparent particles have no
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background RGB value where the color change appears after colorimetric assay.
Also, the RGB background value of particles have lower CV among the particles,
which are fabricated in a different time with a newly prepared mixture of reagents.
These low CV of transparent particles is more valid in a different circumstance of
imaging from different scanners compared to the CV of already colored particles.
Detectable codes on the particles are achieved with colored materials. The codes
are not a groove form but a gaping porous form. With this gaping hole, the codes
can be detected in high contrast with scanned images which integrate reflected light.
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Figure 1.6 Schematic of particle consisting of dual functional materials. The
particle is composed of two regions: an analysis region and an encoding region.
Capture molecules are conjugated on all the regions but analyzing is performed
with only on the transparent analysis region which has a weak color backgrounds.
The encoding region is colored so easily detectable with scanning from office
scanners without additional devices.
For higher sensitivity with a better limit of detection, the method for
condensing gold to seed nanoparticles is introduced to the bead-based assay.
Proportional to the levels of target biomarkers, the seed nanoparticles are
connected on the surface of encoded particles. The seed nanoparticles show color
change optically, especially in red value. However, this color change from the seed
nanoparticles is weaker compared to the fluorescent change from fluorescent
molecules which can be detected by fluorescent imaging. By an additional step of
the condensation of gold, the size of the seed gold nanoparticles is increased, and
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the enlarged gold particles reflect a lower amount light due to Plasmon resonances.
So the particles after the condensation step have higher RGB value in scanned
image (figure 1.7). This signal enhancement step makes sensitivity of tracking the
level of target biomarkers higher, namely the limit of detection lower. This
enhancement of colorimetric signal has similar sensitivity compared to fluorescent
detection [36].

Figure 1.7 Schematic of signal enhancement step using condensation of gold
around the seed nanoparticles conjugated to the surface of the encoded particles.
The seed nanoparticles are conjugated on the encoded microparticles after
colorimetric assay, but the visible color change is not enough to be imaged by an
office scanner. With a signal enhancement step using gold condensation, the visible
color of encoded microparticles changes more dramatically to be detected by the
scanned images.
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1.3.

Outline of dissertation
In this dissertation, a new concept of multiplex bead-based colorimetric

platform is proposed and explained. In Chapter 2, the previous methods and
commercialized multiplex POCT platforms are described and compared in an
aspect of technical background, multiplexing capacity, throughput, and cost. Then,
previous research of my group is explained. In Chapter 3, development and
optimization process of the platform is described. The process is described
sequentially: preparing encoded particles for colorimetric assay, performing
massively parallel multiplex colorimetric assay, optimizing imaging process with
an office scanner, and analyzing scanned images. In Chapter 4, antibody detection
and gene detection with this platform are described sequentially, as a proof of
concept to be applied multiplex assay with various kinds of targets. Finally, in
Chapter 5, there are discussions about the proposed platform. The summary of the
dissertation is noted with a comparison with previous technology, the limit of the
platform and future work.
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Chapter 2. Background
In this chapter, previous studies for the multiplex assay to detect biomarkers
from the blood of patients. The conventional method to detect biomarkers and the
commercialized point-of-care devices are covered. In addition to the description,
the comparison of previous studies is described in the aspect of multiplexing
capacity, throughput, and cost. Finally, the previous related research in my group is
described.
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2.1.

Process of multiplex assay
The multiplex assay is detecting multiple biomarkers in a single sample at the

same time [3], [35], [39]. In the process of detecting biomarkers, target molecules
are captured by capture molecules which are confined in the specific region on
purpose of labeling. The confined capture molecules help to fix specific target
biomarkers on the confined specific regions, and the detecting molecules change
the level of target biomarkers into the electrochemical or optical signals which can
be easily detected by proper detecting devices. To detect multiple biomarkers
simultaneously, various capture molecules are positioned and confined on the
specific region to label target markers with the same signaling method to be
detected. The intended fixing regions indicate the type of target biomolecules. Then,
various capture molecules and the various target biomarkers are reacted
simultaneously with a single sample in a separated chamber. Parallel assay with
various samples can be performed not in a single chamber but separated multiple
chambers. The specific binding of biomolecules guarantees the specificity between
a capture molecule and a target biomarker. For example, monoclonal antibody
reacts specifically to a target antigen without cross-reactions, and single-strand
DNAs specifically bind to single-strand DNAs with complementary sequences. For
multiplex assay platforms, the unspecific binding should be prevented. Namely, the
reactions from the specific binding of molecules should be guaranteed as only one
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reason to make detecting signals. Unreacted residues including unreacted reagents
in the sample are washed out. Then, the detection molecules bind globally to a
complex of capture molecules and target molecules. The detection molecules take a
role to generate electrical or optical signals proportional to the level of target
molecules.

2.2.

Previous multiplex point of care technology
For the multiplex assay, essential criteria are the amount and the quality of

information from a sample in a small volume with easily accessible process [40].
For the rapid test with reliable quantification, multiplexing capacity and high
sensitivity are vital for the platform. For multiplex POCT, accessibility of the
platform is important in addition to the amount and the quality of information
derived from the small volume of the sample. High accessibility is derived from
low-resource setting and operation-free steps to be performed efficiently in a short
period by non-experts. The low-resource setting is essential to make the platform to
be used closer to the patients. Because the high-resource setting is a big hurdle to
set up and start experiments with the platform. Especially for decentralized
faculties such as small laboratories or hospitals, low-resource is more critical.
Multiplexing can be realized through spatial separation or different labeling of
capture molecules. To date, spatial separation of various capture molecules is
widely used with printing technology. In paper-based assay and array-based assay,
capture molecules are spatially separated and fixed on the specific surface of a
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plate. Multiple biomolecules react at the specific position via targets. So the
position of reaction results show the types of capture molecules. In a microfluidicbased assay, capture molecules are separated in a different chamber such as well or
droplet. Labeling technology is usually used for the bead-based assay. The beads
can be labeled by fluorescence [41], [42], color [43], or shape [44]–[46]. Capture
molecules are fixed on the beads so multiple components can react at once. This
bead-based assay is also called as a suspension assay because labeled beads are
suspended free in the reaction chamber which promotes reactions among the
capture molecules, target molecules and detecting molecules.

2.2.1.

Technology for multiplex point of care test technology

For multiplex point of care assay, a highly informative and accessible
technique has advantages. Many methods have been proposed and developed with
using various technologies. Spatial separation using spotting capture molecules in
an array format has been the most often applied method. This technique is widely
used with high accessibility in the paper-based assay. Also, with microarray
technology, highly multiplex assay has been performed in the laboratories.
However, this technique is highly accessible only with low multiplexing capacity
and complex because of device fabrication, assay preparation, and signal readout,
especially in higher multiplexed targets. Microfluidic technology, also, has been
introduced with the strength of separating liquid in a small volume. However, the
microfluidic-based system is hard to improve multiplexing levels in the aspect of
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increasing variety of targets, although this platform is easy to increase multiplexing
level with diluting same targets. Another technique used frequently for the
multiplex assay is bead-based technology with labeling technique. This bead-based
technique has strength in multiplexing capacity and higher sensitivity due to
suspension assay. However, the bead-based assay is complex in imaging and dataanalyzing process to detect and decode the label of the beads.
Paper-based assay [47]–[50] is highly accessible due to operation-free process
and instrument-free detection with on-site lateral flow assay (figure 2.1). For
example, pregnancy test kits are one of the best-established products where the
tests are simple, fast and low-cost. However, the paper-based assay has limited
flexibility in designing assay and low sensitivity compared to other methods.
Especially, increasing the multiplexing capacity is limited because of the printing
process in the device preparation step. Besides, the operation-free paper-based
assay has low sensitivity which makes the platform applied to limited targets which
are plenty in a sample. Signal enhancement steps have been applied to the paperbased assay to achieve higher sensitivity, but the advantage of high accessibility is
weakened because of additional signal enhancement steps and imaging process
with the high-resource setting. With high accessibility, 3-plex [51] and 5-plex [47]
assay has been proposed.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of design and protocol of paper-based test from blood. The
device is operation-free in the multiplex assay from a drop of human blood. This
paper has five detection zones, and each target is quantified by color in each zone.
The paper consists of two layers of papers. One is a plasma separation membrane,
and the other is a laminated cover of a polyester film where patterned hydrophobic
channels are integrated. A drop of whole blood which is around 30μl is necessary
for quantification of multiple targets. In the plasma separation membrane, blood
cells are filtered out, so only plasma can pass through. The test takes around 15
minutes, and the results are matched through the color guide. [47].
Array-based technique realizes highly multiplex assay due to well-developed
microarray technology [52]. The microarray is not proper to highly accessible
point-of-care tests because microarray printing in high-throughput takes a long
time and the high cost. The high-resource setting is, also, necessary for imaging
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microarray.
Microfluidic technology has been introduced to the multiplex assay with the
property of the platform without complicated, laborious operations (figure 2.2).
The microfluidic technology has been developed to integrate large scale assay in
the small chip [53]. Microfluidic technologies integrate various biochemical
reactions for immunoassay and genotyping and sequential or parallel procedures
into a miniaturized chip in which fluids are manipulated within small volume [54],
[55]. Multiple analytes can be detected within small microfluidic devices [56], [57].
The power source of the microfluidic platform can be physical force from pressure,
capillary or centrifugal force. The microfluidic platform using centrifugal force is
named lab-on-a-disc platform (figure 2.3). The reagents flow or not depending on
the speed of the rotation.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of a microfluidic platform which integrates sequential and
parallel steps for detecting multiple analytes [58].

Figure 2.3 Design of lab-on-a-disc which includes various steps for detecting target
biomarkers. Centrifugal force works as a power source of fluid and a valve
controller [59].
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Bead-based technology allows measuring the level of multiple biomarkers
simultaneously in high throughput from a small volume of a single sample. The
beads are labelled by optically or electrically to identify conjugated capture
molecules (figure 2.4). With these labels, multiple biomolecules can be detected
simultaneously [60]. Luminex beads are one of the most widely used for beadbased assay with having multiplexing capacity up to 500 with differently
encapsulated fluorescent molecules [31]. Luminex beads are encoded by the
various degree of fluorescent intensity. The high multiplexing capacity is the
strength of the bead-based assay, so the encoding capacity of bead has been studied
to achieve high multiplexing capacity with various kinds of codes including
fluorescence, color, shape, and others [42], [61], [35], [62]. Another fluorescent
signal finally conjugated detecting molecules shows the level of target analytes
[63]. The bead-based assay is a kind of suspension assay in which molecules freely
float in the solution. The free-floating promotes the reaction between the molecules
so that higher sensitivity can be achieved. The fluorescence of beads in two
different kinds of emission wavelength can be detected in fluorescent flow
cytometry (figure 2.5 (a), (c)) [64], [65]. With integrating magnetic property to the
fluorescent beads, the fluorescent signal can be imaged by a camera without flow
cytometry. The magnetic force is used to assemble magnetic fluorescent beads in a
single layer right before imaging. The beads are fixed at specific positions without
moving while imaging in two kinds of fluorescence with different wavelengths
(figure 2.5 (b), (d)).
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Figure 2.4 Basic principles of bead-based immunoassay for multiplex colorimetric
assay. The microbeads have a different degree of fluorescence as a label for the
capture antibody. The tagged detection antibody indicates the existence of the
analyte connected to the microbeads [66].

Figure 2.5 Type and detecting process of microbeads conjugated with target
biomarkers for multiplex assays. Code and level of biomarker are detected in a
fluorescent flow cytometer approach or fluorescent imaging approach after
assembled in a single layer by magnetic power [66].
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2.2.2.

Positioning of previous technology for multiplex assay

For multiplex point of care assay, a highly informative and accessible
technique has advantages. Each technology for multiplex POCT has advantages
and disadvantages because all the criteria cannot be fulfilled because of the
correlation between better information and better accessibility. So the previous
technology is positioned for different properties in these criteria with targeting
different applications or situations in which the merit of the technology is
maximized (figure 2.6, table 2.1).
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Figure 2.6 Positioning of conventional technology for multiplex POCT. The
accessibility of the platform and the information derived from the platform are
considered critically. The axis of accessibility counts how high resources and how
much operations are necessary. The axis of information counts the multiplexing
capacity and the sensitivity [40].
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Table 2.1 Comparison between previously developed technologies [40], [47], [54],
[67]–[74]. Representative properties are noted because each technique has edited
versions where the characteristics are different with compensation between the
topics according to applications.

Topic

Fluorescent bead

Paper

50 – 500,

Array
10 – 10M,

1-5

Multiplex

Microfluidic

Extendable

2, 5, 8
Extendable

Sensitivity

Very high

Low

Resource

Fluorescence,

Eye, Phone,

setting

Flow cytometry

Scanner

Very high

High

Electrical or
optical device,

Eye, Phone, Scanner

Array setup
Highly
Operation

Highly necessary

Free

Necessary
necessary

Although the previous technique has not been achieved as a highly
informative and accessible platform, each technique has been developed well and
widely used in specific applications in which the advantages of the technique are
maximized. However, there are still unmet slots for specific situations in which
informative assay is necessary within the low-resource setting (figure 2.6).

2.3.

Commercialized multiplex assay devices for point of care test
Many companies have developed commercialized multiplex assay machines

[40], [75]–[77]. Many types of technologies are integrated into the commercialized
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machines

including microfluidic, array-based

Representative machines are Ella®

and

bead-based technique.

for immunoassay and Verigene®

and

Filmarray® for genotyping. These machines integrate many sequential processes
such as preparation, extraction, amplification, capture, washing, and detection.
Also, the company Luminex has many automated imaging machines which
integrate many steps but only in the process of imaging. Flexmap 3D® , Luminex®
100/200 and Magpix® are automated detection machines in which input should be
the products from the reaction between kits and prepared samples.
Ella®

of Proteinsimple is automated immunoassay machine using

microfluidic technology (figure 2.7) [29]. Reagents for capturing and detecting
target biomarkers are prepared at specific areas in the microfluidic channel. After
loading a sample to perform a multiplex assay, the reactions with reagents are
performed sequentially in the microfluidic channel. The reactions with different
targets are performed in geographically separated chambers, so the platform is free
from cross-reaction. The sequential reactions without pipetting and the
geographical separation can be achieved with a valve system integrated into the
microfluidic channel. This machine is using serum samples. The serum samples
should be extracted from blood with a kit and centrifuge.
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Figure 2.7 Image of Ella® and schematic to show principle of Ella® . The Ella
system uses the microfluidic system and detects multiple analytes in separated
chambers. The valves are used to perform sequential reactions in the microfluidic
channel. The final signal is detected in fluorescence.
Verigene® of Luminex is a fully automated genotyping machine using
microfluidic, bead-based and microarray-based technique (figure 2.8) [31], [78].
The primary technique applied to this platform for detecting multiplex biomarkers
is a microarray-based technique. Two machines have been developed with different
functions for multiplex assay. One is Verigene Processor for automated assay
process, and the other is Verigene Reader for imaging and analyzing reacted
components. This machine can be reacted with blood samples because the machine
is fully integrated with various functions including PCR and signal enhancement.
This machine has been proven to show similar quality compared to previously
widely used Luminex beads [79], [80]. Gold nanoparticles with capture DNAs
react with the target biomarkers in the sample. The nanoparticles conjugated with
target molecules are reacted with the microarray. In the microarray target-specific
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capture DNAs are spotted on the specific region of the microarray. The target
regions of the gold nanoparticles and the target regions of the microarray are
different. So the gold nanoparticles bound to specific target molecules are
positioned on the specific regions for the specific target molecules. The gold
nanoparticle is coated with silver to increase optical signals to indicate levels of
target molecules. The microarray is scanned in the Verigene reader with the
enhanced optical signal. The reader calculates the optical signal and matches with
the position which indicates the types of the target molecules. The reagent kit for
this platform is named as a cassette which contains hybridization reagents, fluidic
system, and microarray.
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Figure 2.8 Schematic of principle for Verigene® solid-phase microarray. The
targets are conjugated with two types of components which are conjugated with
target-specific capture molecules. The single-stranded capture molecules are
immobilized on the specific position of microarray and particles. (A) The position
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of capture molecules in microarray indicates the targeting probes. The target probes
are annealed to the complementary capture probes on the microarray. Other capture
molecules which are targeting different regions of target molecules are conjugated
to gold particles. So the gold nanospheres can be immobilized on the specific
region of the microarray glass by annealing to the complementary targets. The
whole chip is washed to remove unbound residues such as genes and gold particles.
By condensation of metal materials, the optical sensitivity increases for detection
with higher sensitivity. (B) Target-specific capture molecules are aligned and
conjugated on the specific regions on purpose. Each kind of capture molecules is
positioned in three different regions to be tested in triplicate for higher accuracy of
results to be guaranteed. (C) Targets are detected in bright field images. A light
source irradiates light across the array. Then, the optical camera can image the
regions in a bright field with colorimetric results [77].
Filmarray® of Biomerieux is, also, a fully automated genotyping machine
using capillary-based fluidic and array-based technique (figure 2.9) [30].
Filmarray® is integrated with functions for physical lysis, two times of sequential
PCRs and fluorescent imaging. Cells in the blood including viruses, bacteria, yeast,
and parasites are lysed chemically and physically at the first chamber. So the target
genes are extracted and prepared for the reactions. Then the multiplex PCR is
performed for 27 cycles in the second chamber. Finally, the products of the first
multiplex PCR are diluted in 100 times and then separated to the regionally
separated chambers. In each separated chamber, a different set of forward and
reverse primers are pre-loaded and the second stage PCR is performed for 30
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cycles. Finally, fluorescent molecules targeting double strand DNAs which exist
only in the chamber with amplified DNAs with proper targets and primer sets. The
fluorescent image shows the levels of the targets and the types of target analytes
can be recognized by the position because the primer sets are loaded to the
intended specific region. The reagents for the assay is pre-loaded in the film and
freeze-drying technology helps the storage of the reagents.

Figure 2.9 Schematic of cartridge and principle used in the Filmarray® device.
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Physical lysis is performed in the first chamber to analyze various cells in blood
including viruses, bacteria, yeast, and parasites. Then two-stage PCR is performed.
The first PCR is multiplex PCR and the second PCR is a single set of PCR in
separated microwells. Then, final results are imaged with fluorescent signals
targeting secondly amplified DNAs [30].
The company Luminex has automated detection machines for the bead-based
assay (figure 2.4, 2.5) [31]. These machines are Flexmap 3D® , Luminex® 100/200
and Magpix® . These systems are not automated for preparation of the sample,
amplification of target markers, and sequential reactions between fluorescent bead
kits and samples. The fluorescent beads after reaction have two kinds of fluorescent
signal. One is for labeling of target biomarkers, and the other is for indicating the
levels of the target biomarkers. Flexmap 3D® and Luminex® 100/200 detect
fluorescent signals with fluorescent detection through flow cytometry (figure 2.5
(a), (c)) and Magpix® detects fluorescent signals after assembling beads on the
well using magnetic force (figure 2.5 (b), (d)).

2.3.1.

Pros and cons of conventional automated machines for

multiplex point of care test
The conventional machines are developed for specific situations and
applications but to be used for ideal multiplex POCTs, the machines have limits
such as multiplexing capacity, throughput to test a number of patients and needs of
high-resource setting with a high cost.
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Ella® , Verigene® , and Filmarray® are representative machines among the
fully automated multiplex assay machines at relatively low prices. More expensive
machines are for different applications which need high-resource laboratory
settings in which higher ability is necessary with higher prices. Ella® is for
detecting proteins, and Verigene® and Filmarray® is for detecting genes. These
machines are fully automated to test from the proper format of the samples to final
analyzing results of multiplex assays. Moreover, Verigine® and Filmarray® do not
need a long preparation step. Just mix patient blood and kit and insert them in the
machines. Ella® should extract serum from patient blood to test. However, serum
extraction can be done without difficulty using a centrifuge. Running time is short
for the devices. It takes around 1 to 2 hours to get results from the samples. These
machines are developed well to make full steps operation-free and fast with short
hands-on time.
Many clinical diagnostic applications require not only automated simple
operation but also inexpensive assays which can be done without expensive
additional devices. However, these devices are quite expensive per machine. The
price of a single device is around $40 000 - $90 000. And the prices of kits are
expensive to compensate the low-profit-margin. The prices of kits are around $80 $250 for testing a sample.
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Table

2.2

Characteristics

of

automated

multiplex

assay

devices

with

commercialization [29]–[32], [77].
Topic

ELLA®

VERIGENE®

FILMARRAY®

9-16 (Extendable to

14-27 (Extendable

400)

to 100)

Protein

Gene

Gene

Microfluidics

Microarray

Microarray

16, 32

1

1

Price of device

$90 000

$40 000

$60 000

Price of kit

$150-$250

$80-$160

$155

Run time

1.5 hours

1-2 hours

1 hour

Hands-on time

15 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

Multiplexing
4
capacity
Target
Core technology
for detection
Throughput per
run

Ella® is a representative system for multiplex immunoassay. This machine is
technically based on microfluidics. This machines can analyze up to 32 samples in
a single assay. However, the multiplexing capacity is low. Targets can be analyzed
simultaneously up to 4 analytes. The final results are detected in the separated
chambers so this platform is freer from cross-reactions compared to other platforms.
Also, the limit of detection and the dynamic range are good as several pg/ml and 45 log, respectively. The sample volume is also reasonable from 2.5μl to 25μl
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serum.

Table 2.3 Information of conventionally developed machine for multiplex POCT of
protein [29].
Machine

ELLA®

Multiplex

4

Run

Hands-

Dynamic

Limit of

Throughput

Sample

time

on time

range

detection

per run

volume

1.5

15

4-5 log

pg/ml

16, 32

2.5-25 μl

hour

minutes

Verigene® and Filmarray® are for multiplex genotyping with high multiplex
capabilities compared to other devices [77]. These machines have a quite a high
multiplexing capacity because these machines use microarray format for final
detection. The commercialized kits are up to 16 and 27 respectively, but the
microarrays of these machines can cover up to 400 and 100 targets respectively.
Nevertheless, the throughput of a single machine is extremely low, so these devices
have low scalability. A single machine of two types of devices can analyze one
sample per 1-2 hours. To scale up the throughput to test 100 patients per day, with
fully operating machines during 8-16 hours, 12 machines are necessary and it costs
$260 000 for Verigene® and $720 000 for Filmarray® . To scale up to test 1 000
patients per day, 125 machines are necessary and it costs $2 600 000 and $7 500
000 respectively. This high cost for high-throughput tests limits the device to be
utilized at quite centralized centers, although it is fully automated machines for
highly multiplex genotyping with realizing fast and operation-free detection.
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Table 2.4 Estimated prices of Verigene® and Filmarray® with considering
maximum throughput per day [30], [31].
Topic

VERIGENE®

FILMARRAY®

Target

Genes with fixed panel

Genes with fixed panel

For 100 patients

12 machines are necessary

12 machines are necessary

per day

(Instrument: $260,000)

(Instrument: $720,000)

For 1,000 patients

125 machines are necessary

125 machines are necessary

per day

(Instrument: $2,600,000)

(Instrument: $7,500,000)

Luminex bead systems have been developed with high multiplexing capacity
and high flexibility. Although this system is not free from operations, this platform
is highly flexible to change the number and the types of targets for multiplex assay
as well as the throughput with parallel assays. These Luminex bead systems are
using the fluorescent bead-based technique. These beads are fluorescently encoded
and the levels of the multiple targets are shown in fluorescent signals. Various
machines have been developed to detect codes and signals with a different spec and
named as FLEXMAP 3D®, Luminex® 100/200™ and MAGPIX® (figure 2.10).
These platforms have different specs in multiplexing capacity, the structure of
beads and imaging methods. FLEXMAP 3D® and Luminex® are integrated with
fluorescent cytometry and MAGPIX® is integrated with fluorescent camera
imaging and assembly system using magnetic force. The price of machines and kits
are expensive similar to automated conventional machines. It is because the system
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needs to compensate the cost for high-resource settings.

Figure 2.10 Images and spec of commercialized Lumenex devices for fluorescent
bead-based assay. The devices have different methods for imaging, and the
multiplexing capacity differs by the type of machines [31].

2.4.

Previous research in the group
My group has proposed shape-encoded microparticle system for the multiplex

assay (figure 2.11) [35]. The platform is similar to the Luminex bead system in
multiplexing capacity and assay process for detecting the level of targets in a
multiplexing manner, but the encoding method is different. The particles are
encoded with shape codes (figure 2.11(b)). Compared to Luminex bead, the shapeencoded microparticles can be decoded with bright field images without flow
cytometry nor fluorescent detection. Also, the particles are flat so that this shape
codes can be easily scanned with the bright field images. However, this shapeencoded microparticle system, also, relied on fluorescence imaging to detect the
level of target molecules. So fluorescent imaging tools are necessary. For example,
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in this experiment, fluorescent microscopy is used to get images for genotyping.

Figure 2.11 Schematic and images of multiplex HPV genotyping performed using
encoded and silica-coated microparticles with shape codes. (a) A schematic
explaining the process and principle of multiplex HPV genotyping using encoded
silica-coated microparticles and streptavidin which is chemically conjugated with
fluorescent molecules. Silica-coated microparticles are suitable for inhibiting
unspecific binding to the particles. (b) A bright-field and a fluorescence microscopy
image are shown after the assay for genotyping. The shape codes can be read
within a bright-field image, but assay results should be read using a fluorescent
image. In the fluorescent image, the particles with probes complementary to the
target HPV 33 sequences show strong fluorescence. It is because only HPV 33
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targets are used for the assay and it shows the availability of the platform as a
genotyping tool [35].
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Chapter 3. Platform development
In this chapter, the entire process is described for developing scanner-based
multiplex assay platform with encoded microparticles (figure 3.1). The process
starts with preparing encoded microparticles conjugated with capture molecules.
Dual-functional particles are fabricated to have colored shape codes which can be
detected well by a scanner and transparent region to show the change of color by
the assay sensitively. Then, a massively parallel multiplex colorimetric assay is
performed using the prepared particles and gold nanoparticles to change the level
of target biomarkers into an optical signal in a bright field. Finally, the encoded
particles after colorimetric assay process are imaged by a scanner and the image is
analyzed for decoding the codes of the particles indicating the target biomarkers
and analyzing the levels of biomarkers.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the developing process of the scanner-based multiplex
colorimetric assay platform. The process is preparing particles, performing the
biochemical reaction, imaging with an office scanner and analyzing data from the
image [28].

3.1.

Preparing process of encoded microparticle conjugated with

capture molecule
The colorimetric multiplex assay starts with preparing dual-functional
encoded microparticles which are conjugated with capture molecules. The primary
functions of the particles are codes to identify target molecules and the ability to
show color change to estimate levels of target molecules. These two main functions
should be recognized by the scanned image of widely spread office scanners.
In the process of designing particles, imaging circumstance of office scanners
should be considered. So the design considerations include making particles have
dual functions for colorimetric assay on the beads and keep dual functions in the
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scanned resolution of office scanners. Multiplexing capacity is also an important
factor for designing particles.
With the proper design of particles, the dual-functional encoded particles
should be fabricated. To make particles, the photolithography technique is used.
With patterned UV light, monomers with photoinitiators are polymerized in the
shape regarding the pattern of UV light. For making dual-functional particles, two
materials are polymerized sequentially.
To fabricate sequentially with two materials and, at the same time, make the
two materials are integrated as a dual-functional single particle, the strategy is to
fix the firstly fabricated particles at the specific position of the substrate. With this
fixation, the firstly fabricated particles can be located at the same position after
washing and changing monomer for the second fabrication. The substrate should be
aligned at the same position where the first fabrication is performed.
To guarantee the platform to be prepared easily for high-throughput assay, the
high-throughput fabrication method is studied with mask lithography. With this
mask lithography, the particles can be prepared enough in a high-throughput
manner.
The fabricated particles are conjugated with capture molecules in massively
parallel. The particles are coated with silica to inhibit unspecific binding to
particles. Then, the functional groups on the surface of the silica coating are
changed to carboxyl groups. Finally, the carboxyl groups are chemically
conjugated with amine groups of the capture molecules.
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3.1.1.

Particle

design

considerations

for

scanner-based

detection
For multiplex colorimetric assay platform, the particle should have two
functions. One is to indicate target molecules, and the other is to represent the level
of target molecules. As a decentralized platform, the code and the representation of
the target levels should be imaged stably by office scanners.
To make platform have high multiplexing capacity, shape code is selected.
There are many methods to encode particles including fluorescence [42], color [43],
[81], size [82] and graphical shape [83]-[85]. Fluorescence code is not proper to
scanner-based imaging. Color codes can be damaged after colorimetric assay and
have limits on extending code with various scanners. The size the codes can make
an influence on biochemical reaction during the assay. With different form,
physical movement can be differed by the different buoyancy of different codes
[82]. Graphical shape codes are selected as encoding strategy with the same size.
Also, the shape of the total particle is the same to make same buoyancy of particles.
These graphical shape codes have high multiplexing capacity with guaranteeing
similar floating movements in suspension assay steps.
As an aligning key, rectangular form is additionally attached to the encoding
region (Figure 3-2 (b)). Upside down particles are not congruent to aligned
particles because of asymmetric form derived from an aligning key. This align key
can also be used for adjusting the rotation of the particles. The algorithm for
adjusting overturning and rotation is noted in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of 900μm particles with character codes formed as holes. (a)
Particles consist of two materials with different functions. One is a transparent part
named as an analysis region which represents levels of target molecules as the
color changes. The other is colored part named as an encoding region which
indicates the target molecule. (b) The encoding region includes aligning key and
code. The aligning key help to identify upside down form of the encoded particle.
The code region should be a hole or transparent form to be recognized well in
scanned images. The encoding region consists of the colored polymer which can be
detected well within widely spread office scanners. It is because office scanners are
not proper imaging tools to distinguish transparent forms in high contrast. In the
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same reason, the code should be a hole or transparent form to guarantee high
contrast with colored regions. 900μm particles have the code in a hole format
(figure 3.2 (a)), and 300μm particles have the code in a transparent format (figure
3.3).

Figure 3.3 Schematic of 300μm particles with binary codes formed as transparent
regions. Particles consist of two materials with different colors. One is a
transparent part, and the other is a colored part. The analysis region is not all
transparent parts but only for centered transparent areas. It is because the
transparent parts at the boundary show higher CV compared to the part at the center.
To perform an assay, the center region is more proper to get results in lower
CV. At the edge of the particles show higher CV for colorimetric assay. So the
analysis region is located at the center. To locate the assay regions at the center,
laminar flow method [87] to fabricate particles which consist of several materials
has not been selected.
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To be imaged by an office scanner within the limited resolution, the size of the
particle should be considered. Because of the limited resolution of scanners, the
code of the particles in the microparticles is hard to be recognized by scanners in
enough resolution. Besides, the analysis region should be large enough to get
enough colored region to analyze in low CV. The size of microparticles and the
resolution of scanners have a relation of negative correlation. So two kinds of size
have been developed for this platform. 900μm particles and 300μm particles can
be detected with enough pixels to be decoded and analyzed by 1 200 dpi and 4 800
dpi, respectively.

3.1.2.

Fabrication process of dual-functional encoded particle

With the proper design of particles, the encoded particles should be fabricated
with two functional materials. To fabricate particles in the intended shape, the
photolithography technique is used. In the photolithography process, patterned UV
light polymerizes at the specific region in which UV light is irradiated. With this
property, the particles can be fabricated without a physical mold. Dual functions
are integrated into a single particle by sequentially fabricating particle regions with
different monomers.
To fabricate particles with various shapes, the photolithography method is
used to polymerize in the intended shape. Chemical or thermal reaction can be used
to fabricate the intended shape, but additional physical molds are necessary to
fabricate each form. In photolithography, monomers can be polymerized with the
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intended shape by irradiating patterned UV light [61]. This patterned UV light is
irradiated by maskless lithography [28].
To fabricate dual-functional particle, polymerization is performed sequentially
with two materials (figure 3.4). After the first polymerization, the polymerized
particles are fixed on the glass substrate. So the firstly fabricated particle regions
with the first monomer are fixed while washing not polymerized residue and
loading the second monomer on the glass slide. Aligning the firstly fabricated
particles then the second polymerization is performed. Finally, the polymerized
dual functional particles are detached from the glass substrate by simply scrapping
the surface of the substrate with a razor blade. To fix the polymers only on the glass
slide, Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) coated slide glass is used. Particles were
fabricated both with character codes and with binary codes (figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4 Schematic and images for showing fabrication process of dualfunctional particles. 900μm particles are fabricated with two different mixtures.
The particles have codes in hole formats. The codes consist of 4 characters. The
images are from microscopy [28].

Figure 3.5 Scanned images of 900μm encoded dual-functional particles. The
particles have four-length character codes and eight-length binary codes
respectively.
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The materials for the particles are the mixture of monomers, photoinitiators,
and iron nanoparticle clusters. Monomers are Trimethylolpropane ethoxylate
triacrylate (ETPTA, Mn = 428) and 3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl acrylate (TMSPA).
Photoinitiator is Irgacure 1173. Nanoparticle cluster is Fe3O4 nanoparticles coated
by polyacrylic acid (PAA) with approximately 80 nm [87]. Transparent monomer
consists of ETPTA, TMSPA and Irgacure 1173 by 100:10:11 in volume. Colored
monomer of 300 μm particle consists of the transparent monomer, and
additionally, the nanoparticle clusters are added by 0.4% in weight. The colored
monomer of 900 μm particle consists of ETPTA, Irgacure 1173 and nanoparticle
clusters in the same ratio with the that of colored monomer for 300 μm particle,
without TMSPA. The UV light is irradiated for 3 seconds within 35 mWcm-2.

3.1.3.

Strategy to fabricate dual-functional sequentially with

fixing polymers at the same position.
To fabricate two kinds of monomer sequentially with two materials, the
strategy is to fix the firstly fabricated polymer at the specific position of the
substrate. Due to the fixation on the surface of the substrate, the firstly fabricated
particles are not removed while washing and changing monomer for the second
fabrication. If the substrate is aligned at the same position, the second
polymerization can be induced at the same position so that the two materials with
different functions can be integrated at a single particle.
To increase the physical bonding force between the firstly fabricated polymer
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and the substrate, TMSPA (figure 3.6) is mixed in the monomer for the first
fabrication. TMSPA are polymerized together with ETPTA. TMSPA makes the
surface of the fabricated polymer to have functional groups which increase
physical binding force to the glass substrate.

Figure 3.6 Condensed structure of TMSPA. The chemical groups including Si
increase the physical bonding with glass substrates during polymerization.
Two different substrates are used to make polymer particles are fixed on the
one substrate. One substrate is a glass slide on which the polymer particles are
fixed with physical bonding, and the other substrate is PDMS-coated glass slide on
which physical bonding is weak to be detached well. The PDMS layer on the
substrate makes an oxygen layer (figure 3.7). The oxygen layer inhibits
polymerization near the PDMS because O2 is much more reactive compared to
monomer [88]. So the physical bonding between PDMS and polymerized particles
is weak enough to be detached easily after fabricating steps.
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Figure 3.7 Schematic of oxygen inhibition layer derived near to PDMS during
polymerization of PEG hydrogels. The oxygen layer is generated because PDMS is
a gas permeable substrate. The oxygens absorb the chemically activated energy for
polymerization, so the polymerization near the PDMS substrate is inhibited. Finally,
the polymerized regions by UV light have weaker physical bonding force to PDMS
substrate compared to the force to a glass substrate [88].
Transparent parts should be firstly fabricated to fix particles with higher
bonding force. The magnetic nanoclusters can inhibit polymerization of the colored
polymer. Also, the colored monomer mixture for the 900μm particles is not
including TMSPA which increases physical bonding between polymers and glass
substrates. Additionally, fabricating transparent particles guarantee enough areas
for analyzing transparent regions.

3.1.4.

High-throughput fabrication method

The particles should be prepared in a high-throughput manner for the platform
to be used for the high-throughput assay. To make particles in a high-throughput
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manner, the programmable motorized stage is used. However, the throughput still
takes time, so a mask lithography technique is introduced to fabricate particles in
high throughput. In the proof of concept, 1000 particles of 900μm are fabricated
in a few minutes. This throughput can be extended with a mask lithography
technique.
The programmable motorized stage helps faster fabrication through maskless
lithography [46], [62], [89]. The polymerization of the transparent monomer is
sequentially performed at regular spatial intervals with programmed motorized
stages. After several hundreds of transparent polymer particles are fabricated,
residues which are not polymerized monomer are washed out and then colored
monomer with the magnetic monomer is loaded. After aligning the substrate at the
same position, the second polymerization of the colored monomer is performed
(figure 3.8). With this method, hundreds of particles with dual polymers can be
fabricated with changing monomers only once (figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.8 Schematic for process of sequential polymerization with a single
monomer-changing step. Motorized stage and maskless lithography system is used
for the polymerization steps.

Figure 3.9 Scanned image of 900μm particles. Two hundred particles are
fabricated with changing monomer only once. The particles are fabricated with the
motorized stage.
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The mask lithography is introduced to fabricate the encoded microparticles
with dual materials in high-throughput in less than 3 minutes. For masking the light
in order to make parallel UV light into intended patterned UV light, film combined
glasses are used. The film combined glass is coated with PDMS in order to inhibit
physical binding to the mask (figure 3.10). With PDMS coating the fabricated
polymers can be physically bound to the glass substrate. For one code of dualfunctional encoded microparticles, two film combined glasses are necessary. One is
for fabricating a transparent part, and the other is for fabricating a colored part with
magnetic nanoclusters. In this experiment, 900μm particles are fabricated in an
array. The array is 25 x 38 so around 1,000 particles can be fabricated in one set of
sequential two lithography steps. The mask has four regions for align key in the
form of fractal structure (figure 3.10). These four regions are used to align the
second mask glass with the glass substrate with firstly fabricated polymers. Using
the aligning key, the mask glass and the glass substrate are roughly aligned and
using a microscope, the two glasses are aligned perfectly.
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Figure 3.10 Images of film combined glasses for high-throughput mask.
lithography.
With rough alignment with four regions of fractal align keys, the fine
alignment is performed with microscope images (figure 3.11, 3.12). The rough
alignment is for pairing each transparent polymer to a single mask for fabricating
the second polymer. With rough alignment, the arrays are paired correctly between
the array of the firstly fabricated transparent polymers and the array of the second
mask for generating the second patterned UV light. After aligning a top left
polymer, a bottom right polymer is checked (figure 3.10). This alignment can
assure that the angle of two substrates are aligned well, so the whole array is
aligned correctly. After the checking, the two substrates are physically fixed. Then,
the parallel UV light is irradiated through the second mask.
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Figure 3.11 Aligning process using microscopy images. Using the align key, the
mask and glass substrate is aligned roughly, so the mask array and the polymer
array is well paired. The colored magnetic monomer and transparent polymer can
be distinguished well by microscopy images. Delicate alignment is performed to
adjust location and angle of paired sets of the second mask and the firstly
fabricated polymer.

Figure 3.12 Microscope image of the firstly fabricated transparent polymer and the
aligned set of the transparent polymer and the second mask.
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With this alignment, around 1000 particles are fabricated in less than 3
minutes (figure 3.13). The monomer is changed only once, and UV light is
irradiated only twice. The fabricated particles show uniform form. The uniformity
of the fabricated particles is checked by scanning whole particles using an office
scanner.

Figure 3.13 Scanned image of 900μm particles. One thousand particles are
fabricated with two times of sequential irradiation of patterned UV light through
film combined mask glass. The particles are fabricated with film mask and parallel
irradiation of UV light.
Through the development of fabrication methods, time to fabricate particles in
high-throughput is highly decreased as noted in table 3.1. Introducing a
programmable motorized stage decreases the time spent in 12.5 times compared to
fabricate particles one by one. Besides mask lithography technique decreases the
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spending time more than 80 times compared to the spending time with a
programmable motorized stage. Namely, the fabricating time decreases more than
one thousand times compared to the time in one-by-one fabrication method.

Table 3.1 Comparison of fabricating time among the various fabrication methods.
Fabrication
method
Fabricate one
by one

Time for fabricating 1
000 particles
50 hours

Time for fabricating in the
reasonable number of particles
3 minutes per one particle

Using
motorized stage

4 hours

2 hours per 500 particles

Using mask
lithography

< 3 minutes

3 minutes per > 1 000 particles
(extendable)

3.1.5.

Process of chemically conjugating capture molecules on

surface of encoded particles
After two steps of polymerization, the encoded dual-functional particles
should be conjugated with capture molecules to be used as a multiplex assay
platform. The particles are firstly coated with silica. This silica coating inhibits
unspecific binding of biomolecules to the particles [35]. Then, the functional
groups of the silica surface are displaced with carboxyl groups. In the end, the
carboxyl groups are chemically bound to the particles with ethyl- carbodiimide
hydrochloride / N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (EDC / surfo-NHS) reaction. All of
these reactions can be performed in high-throughput. The particles and the reagents
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are reacted in the 1.5 ml tube. The particles with each code are reacted separately
and parallel.
The silica coating is performed by hydrolysis and condensation of tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS) to the TMSPA (figure 3.14). By incubated in TEOS solution,
the polymerized particles are coated with silica groups. The role of TMSPA is to
graft silane groups on the polymerized particles. To coat with silica groups, Stöber
method is used in a modified version [62], [90].

Figure 3.14 Silica coating process by the hydrolysis and the condensation of TEOS.
The polymerized TMSPA is connected with the TEOS.
The coated silica groups are changed into amine groups and then into carboxyl
groups [35]. The silica groups on the surface of the particles are functionalized into
amine groups after incubated for 2 hours in the solution of 10% 3triethoxysilylpropylamine (APTES) and EtOH solvent. Then, carboxyl groups are
introduced from the amine groups after incubated for 2 hours twice in 6% gammabutyrolactone (GBL) and 0.8% tris acetate-EDTA (TAE) in dimethylformamide
(DMF) solvent.
Then the particles are coupled with aminylated capture molecules. Particles
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are activated by incubating for 20 minutes at room temperature with 250μl
activation buffer (50 mM 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer, pH 6
with 50 mM EDC and 50 mM sulfo-NHS). Then particles are coupled with
aminylated capture molecules for 30 minutes with 250μl coupling buffer (100 mM
MES, pH6). Capture molecules for immunoassay were antigens and added in 8μg
per 100 particles. Capture molecules for genotyping were reverse primers of targets.
The washing step in included for two times with buffer for the next step, not
including active molecules such as EDC, sulfo-NHS or capture molecules. After
conjugating the encoded particles with aminylated capture molecules, the particles
are washed three times with assay buffer (0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 with 0.45
M NaCl, 3 wt% BSA, 1 wt% sucrose and 0.5 wt% Tween 20). Finally, the surface
of the conjugated particles is blocked with bovine serum albumin (BSA). The silica
coating and the chemical bonding are maintained higher than 100℃. So the
particles conjugated with capture molecules can endure PCR process without
denaturation.
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Figure 3.15 Steps and functional groups for conjugating aminylated capture
molecules to the silica surface of the encoded microparticles. Silanization is
performed with APTES, and conjugation step is based on EDC / surfo-NHS
reaction which guarantees chemical bonding which endures high temperature more
than 100℃.

3.2.

Process of massively parallel multiplex colorimetric assay
Prepared encoded microparticles conjugated with capture oligos should be

reacted with target biomarkers and detection molecules sequentially with additional
washing steps. The encoded microparticles include Fe3O4 molecules in the
encoding region, so with magnetic force, the particles are easily washed without
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loss.
For immunoassay, the encoded microparticles conjugated with different
capture proteins via codes are pooled in a 1.5 ml tube. The particles with the same
codes are stored in assay buffer. The pooled particles are incubated with a sample
for 30 minutes with shaking in room temperature. The particles are washed twice
with the assay buffer. Then biotinylated detection antibodies were added at
3.2μg/ml. The biotinylated detection antibodies target and are conjugated with the
whole target proteins fixed to the surface of the particles. The detection antibodies
are incubated with the particles at room temperature with 30-minute shaking. After
incubation, the particles are washed twice using assay buffer. Then, the anti-biotin
gold nanoparticles are incubated with the particles at room temperature with 30minute shaking. The anti-biotin gold nanoparticles are diluted in assay buffer to
OD 1. Finally, the particles are ready for optical detection after washing with assay
buffer three times.

3.3.

Optimization of imaging process with office scanner
To be imaged in proper quality with an office scanner, optimizing the scanning

condition is important. The scanner has fixed focus near the surface of the scanner
and the options of resolution. Various plates have been tested with particles to find
proper plates for assay and various resolutions have been tried to find a proper
resolution for images which are decoded and analyzed well.
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3.3.1.

Optimization of imaging plate

Office scanners have a stationary focus to image the things located on the
scanner. The plate for imaging should be checked if the focus is set well without
blurring. The several plates have been checked if the scanned particles have the
same pixels without blurring in the same resolution. The encoded particles are
located on the scanner directly, on the thin cover glass, on the commercialized petri
dish and the commercialized 96-well plate (figure 3.16). The 900μm particles are
imaged with 400 dpi on the plates respectively. The pixels show similar quality in
all plates except the 96-well plate. The scanned images of particles on a 96-well
plate are blurred. In this dissertation, a petri dish is selected as a plate for imaging.
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Figure 3.16 Images of 900 μm encoded particles on different plates. The particles
are scanned in 400 dpi. Three images of particles except on 96-well plate show
similar pixels for the area of the particles. The image of the particle on 96-well
plate is blurred because the particle is located in the out of focus of the scanner.

3.3.2.

Optimization of resolution of scanning

The resolution of the scanning is important to make the code decodable and to
analyze the color change of the assay region with low CV. For analyzing the
colorimetric assay results stably, it is determined to use more than 100 pixels to get
an average RGB value from a single particle. The randomly assembled particles are
not aligned well with the boundary of the pixels, so the resolution is selected to
assure 100 particles roughly enough. For imaging 900μm particles, 1 200 dpi is
selected (figure 3.17), and for imaging 300μm particles, 4 800 dpi is selected.
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Figure 3.17 Scanned images of 900 μm particles with various resolution. For
imaging 900 μm particles, the resolution of 1,200 dpi is selected as the most proper
resolution in order to be decoded well and to use more than 100 pixels in analyzing
colorimetric assay results [28].

3.4.

Data analyzing process
After getting images from scanner, information should be extracted from the

images. For the multiplex high-throughput assay, the images should be analyzed
automatically. It has been studied in various ways to analyze integrated data in
images. Mainly two kinds of information should be extracted. Firstly, the
conjugated capture molecules to the encoded particles should be identified.
Secondly, the levels of target molecules should be analyzed. The target molecules
are captured by capture molecules and detected by detecting molecules. Through
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the detecting molecules, the levels of target analytes are changed into color signals.
To analyze the integrated information in the scanned images of encoded
microparticles, the encoded particles should be detected from the images, aligned
by the intended orientation without upside-down form (figure 3.18), decoded with
shape codes such as character codes or binary codes, and analyzed by the RGB
value of the assay regions of the encoded particles.

Figure 3.18 Algorithm of particle detection and decoding process. The detected
particles can be upside-down and rotated due to a random assembly of the encoded
particles. To decode correctly with various codes like ‘ㅕ,ㅑ,ㅠ,ㅛ’ or ‘b, d, p, q,’
the particles should be appropriately oriented before character recognition process
[28].

3.4.1.

Particle detection and alignment process

The encoded dual-functional particle should be detected from the scanned
images in which the encoded particles are randomly assembled on a transparent
sheet. The particles are sometimes flipped and usually rotated. Using the image
analysis, the similar forms to the encoded particles are detected. After detecting the
encoded particles, then crop the images around the particles and save the cropped
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images separately.
After detecting the encoded particles and cropping the images, the particles
should be orientated properly from the cropped images to decode the character or
binary codes. Also, the particles can be flipped and in that case, upside-down
particles sometimes show different codes. Namely, particles should be adequately
aligned without overturning to be decoded without error. For example, character
codes such as ‘ㅕ, ㅑ, ㅠ, ㅛ’ and ‘b, d, p, q’ have different meanings if they are
flipped or rotated. Also, for the binary code, the align key is necessary to indicate
the position of the binary code.
To adjust the rotation and the overturning of the particles, align key has been
as been integrated into the particles while designing particles. With this align key,
the particle without overturning and the particle with overturning are asymmetric
(figure 3.19). So the overturning can be distinguished and appropriately aligned to
decode without error (figure 3.18). For adjusting the rotation of the particles, the
distance is measured from the center of the particles (figure 3.19). The farthest
point from the center is checked. Then, draw the line between the farthest point and
the center of the particles. Then, check the distance to the edge of the particles with
the same angle of the particles. With this, align the flipped particles, and adjust the
rotation.
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Figure 3.19 Algorithm for adjusting flipped or rotated particles. The center of an
encoded microparticle is detected, and a line (yellow) is drawn toward the farthest
edge of the particle. Two lines (red and orange) are drawn with the same angle to
the edge from the center. The two lines are used to determine if the particles are
flipped or not by comparing the length of two lines. Finally, the particles are
oriented in a specific direction because the longest line (yellow) should be located
in the left top [28].

3.4.2.

Algorithm for decoding particles and analyzing results

of colorimetric assay from scanned images
After detecting and aligning the particle images in a cropped form, the particle
images should be decoded to identify capture molecules bound to the particles, and
the colorimetric assay results should be analyzed from the RGB value from the
assay region of the particles. The codes are character codes for 900μm particles
and binary codes for 300μm particles. The character codes are modified into a
binary image and decoded by optical character reader (OCR) code (figure 3.20).
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The binary code has eight regions to be decoded as a 8-length binary code (figure
3.21). The eight regions for binary codes are positioned at the specific region of the
particles which are guaranteed during the fabrication process. So the average RGB
values of the eight regions are calculated from the intended specific areas. Each
average RGB value from each specific area is compared with the mean value of the
8 RGB values from the eight specific areas. The spots with higher average RGB
values are defined as a ‘1’ region and the spots with lower medium RGB values are
defined as a ‘0’ region compared to the mean RGB value of the 8 RGB values.
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Figure 3.20 Image processing to read character codes in 900μm encoded particle.
The scanned images are changed in grayscale images and then in binary images.
After sharpening the images, the codes are read by the optical character reader.

Figure 3.21 Schematic of 300μm binary particles and spots for a region for
colorimetric assay in center and eight regions for binary codes.
For the binary codes, there can be decoding errors. To get higher decoding
efficiency, the algorithm of error correction is necessary. In this dissertation, the
error correction is performed to limit the number of ‘1’ areas. The number of ‘1’
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areas is limited to only four areas. If there is a decoding error in calculating one
binary spot to be wrongly decoded, the number of the ‘1’ areas is changed into 3 or
5. Then, in the decoding algorithm, the particles having the different number of the
‘1’ areas are treated as a wrongly decoded particle, and the decoding program saves
the wrongly decoded images in a different folder and do not extract colorimetric
data for the results. Although eight-length binary codes can have multiplexing
capacity as 256, the eight-length binary codes with this error correction algorithm
are limited to have the number of codes into 70 which is calculated by 8
combinations of 4.
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Chapter 4. Platform validation with application:
antibody from autoimmune disease and gene from
bacterial meningitis
In this chapter, I describe the applications of the proposed platform with
detecting antibodies and genes, as a proof of concept. Antibodies related to
autoimmune disease are detected with 4-plex 900μm encoded particles. DNAs
related to a bacterial meningitis disease are detected with 3-plex 300μm encoded
particles.
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4.1.

Validation for immunoassay with autoimmune disease samples
To validate the platform as a screening platform of immunoassay, the platform

has been applied to detect antibodies related to multiple sclerosis autoimmune
disease [28]. In this experiments, four encoded microparticles are used to detect
antibodies in the patient serum samples as proof of concept. The microparticles are
chemically conjugated with antigens targeting antibodies related to the autoimmune
disease. The 900μm encoded particles are used with four-length character codes
(figure 4.1). The codes are including English alphabet, the Korean alphabet,
number and other special marks such as question mark. The multiplexing capacity
can be more than 2.5 million. The analytical sensitivity of the assay is 4 ng/ml.
Autoantibodies targeting anoctamin 2 were detected to discriminate multiple
sclerosis plasma samples from healthy control plasma samples. Two samples of
human serum were discriminated p < 0.0001 using an unpaired t-test with an interassay % CV of 9.44% and a mean intra-assay % CV of 8.72%.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of immunoassay on encoded dual-function microparticle. The
size of the particle is 900μm, and the particles are encoded with four lengths of
character codes [28].
Three protein fragments and plasma samples were acquired from the Affinity
Proteomics group at SciLifeLab, Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm
(KTH). The protein molecules have been produced within the Human Protein Atlas
workflow. Two protein molecules, ANO2(1, 89 aa) and ANO2(2, 72aa), are
representative amino acid sequences from the protein anoctamin 2. ANO2(1), but
not ANO2(2) has been proven to be targeted by autoantibodies in multiple sclerosis
plasma samples [91]. So the ANO2(1) is used as a positive control, and ANO2(2) is
used as a negative control for the experiments. The other protein molecule is
ZNF688 which is a representative protein fragment from zinc finger protein 688.
This protein molecule has been proven as a common protein target for
autoantibodies in healthy control as well [91]. So this protein is used as a second
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negative control. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is also used to be used as a
negative control without any reaction to antibodies in samples. All these three
protein molecules include a tag consisting of a hexahistidyl (His6) tag and an
albumin binding protein (ABP). Rabbit anti-HisABP IgG was used to target these
proteins which are acquired from the Human Protein Atlas.
The limit of detection was 4 ng/ml, and the dynamic range is 3 log, using
ANO2(1) coupled particles and rabbit anti-HisABP IgG (figure 4.2). The rabbit
anti-HisABP IgG is diluted in various concentrations with assay buffer. Then the
various concentrations of the rabbit IgG are reacted with the ANO2(1) coupled
microparticles. After washing steps, the microparticles are reacted with anti-biotin
gold nanoparticles to change the levels of target molecules into optical color
signals. Median color intensity (MCI) has been checked in arbitrary unit (AU) with
scanned images. The concentration of the rabbit IgG and the MCI of assay regions
show a linear correlation in 3 log scale from 4 ng/ml to 1000 ng/ml.
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Figure 4.2 Plot and images to show the linear correlation between target
concentration and color in scanned images. To check the color, median color
intensity (MCI) is detected from the assay parts of the particles in scanned images
of 1,200 dpi resolution. Rabbit anti-HisABP IgG is diluted in various
concentrations using assay buffer. The results of the colorimetric assay were
detected using anti-biotin gold nanoparticles and biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG
which conjugate to encoded particles coupled with ANO2(1). MCI has an arbitrary
unit, and error bars indicate ± one intra-assay standard deviation [28].
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As a proof of concept, human plasma samples are used. The samples used in
these tests had been previously utilized in an autoimmunity study [91]. This
experiment used 12 pooled plasma samples from multiple sclerosis autoimmune
cases and 12 pooled samples from healthy controls. These plasma samples were
collected during an epidemiological investigation of multiple sclerosis study in
Sweden. In the process of investigation, target plasma samples were collected
considering a population-based, case-control study. The total number of samples
are 1063 for multiple sclerosis autoimmune cases and 1106 for healthy controls.
The donors of the plasma samples were recruited between April 2005 and June
2011. The human participants of samples are varied in age and geographical areas
in Sweden. The age is varied from 16 to 70 years. Incident cases were recruited at
40 clinical centers, including all university hospitals in Sweden. All participants
were examined and diagnosed by a neurologist in 40 clinical centers and university
hospitals. All donors fulfilled the McDonald criteria.
In purpose of testing the platform could distinguish multiple sclerosis plasma
samples from healthy plasma samples, encoded microparticles were used which the
codes can be distinguished by the shape of code within scanner images. Total four
kinds of encoded microparticles were coupled with different proteins for multiplex
assay. Each code indicates specific coating molecules which can be ANO2(1),
ANO2(2), ZNF688 and BSA. These coupled particles were handled at once and
incubated together with samples. The triplicate assay was performed and in each
test at least 3 microparticles per code were reacted and analyzed (figure 4.3). The
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color values, which were derived from scanned images of the microparticles coated
with ANO2(1), were elevated significantly in the diseased samples compared to the
healthy plasma samples with p<0.0001 using an unpaired t-test (figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3 Schematic of encoded particles and scanned image of particles with four
different codes which was conjugated with four different antigens. The particles
were incubated with pooled multiple sclerosis plasma samples. The samples were
diluted 250 times with assay buffer. The image was obtained using an office
scanner, and scanning resolution was 1,200 dpi [28].
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Figure 4.4 Plot to show the difference between pooled multiple sclerosis samples
and pooled health samples. To check the color, median color intensity (MCI) is
detected from the assay parts of the particles in scanned images of 1,200 dpi
resolution. The microparticles with four different codes were conjugated with four
different antigens. The particles were incubated with pooled multiple sclerosis
plasma samples or pooled healthy plasma controls. The samples were diluted 250
times with assay buffer. Error bars indicate ± one inter-assay standard deviation
[28].
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4.2.

Validation for genotyping with bacterial meningitis target
Bacterial meningitis is one of the leading causes of death worldwide [23], [92].

Bacterial meningitis is in the sort of infectious diseases which makes impacts on
large amount human populations directly or indirectly. The estimated incidence of
bacterial meningitis per year is 1-2 cases per 100 000 people in developed
countries [93]–[97]. The infections of bacterial meningitis in developing countries
have not been calculated precisely because of the absence of accessible diagnostic
tools but might be up to ten times higher in developing countries. The incidence is
1 000 cases per 100 000 people per year in the Sahel region of Africa [98]. The
infectious diseases spread across geographical areas depending on the movement of
infected human hosts without segregation. The movement of infected human hosts
is derived by the late diagnosis or the low rate of the return visit. Besides, bacterial
meningitis should be diagnosed rapidly and accurately because this bacterial
meningitis is life-threatening disease compared to other meningitis derived from
viruses or parasites [92]. Mortality of adult patients with bacterial meningitis is up
to 30% [98]. Also, this bacterial meningitis is widely spread in developing
countries. So the decentralized scanner-based platform with low-resource setting
can be applied with highly advantaged.
The target DNAs are amplified together with encoded microparticles. So, the
target DNAs are coupled on the encoded microparticles right after the assay
without additional steps. The reverse primers are coupled on the encoded
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microparticles. Biotinylated dUTPs have been added to be conjugated with antibiotin gold nanoparticles for optical detection. The mixture for PCR consists of
Qiagen PCR buffer with 2.5 units of DNA polymerase, 3mM MgCl2, 300μM
dATP, 300μM dGTP, 300μM dCTP, 225μM dTTP and 75μM biotin-11-dUTP,
0.4μM sodC forward primer, 0.1μM sodC reverse primer, 0.5μM lytA forward
primer, 0.025μM lytA reverse primer, samples with target templates and encoded
particles conjugated with reverse primers. The total volume of the mixture is 50
μl. The PCR is performed for 40 cycles with 30 seconds in 94℃, 30 seconds in
60℃ and 30 seconds in 72℃ as well as 5 minutes in 95℃ before the cycles and 10
minutes in 72℃ after the cycles. After PCR and additional washing step, the
particles are reacted with anti-biotin gold nanoparticles for 30 minutes in room
temperature.
To improve the limit of detection, gold enhancement step is introduced to the
assay [36]. The gold enhancement step amplifies the optical signal which is derived
from detecting molecules. This method is based on physical principles. The larger
the particles, the more optical signals are derived from light scattering and
absorption in nanoscale volumes [99], [100]. This phenomenon is related to light
scattering and surface Plasmon [101]. The seed nanoparticles are conjugated to the
detecting molecules, and the size of the seed nanoparticles grow by the deposition
of Au(0). By the deposition, the optical signals in a bright field increase
proportional to the amount of scattered light due to the frequency of the Plasmon
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resonance in the visible wavelength. This signal enhancement method has shown
good concordance (R2 = 0.79+/-0.08) compared to the conventional fluorescence
detection [36].
The deposition of Au(0) on the seed gold nanoparticles is produced from
Au(III) by the MES buffer and H2O2. With optimized concentrations of HAuCl4,
H2O2 and MES buffer as well as reaction pH, Au(0) is deposited on the seed
nanoparticles. In 10 mM MES buffer pH 6, 5mM Gold(III) chloride
(HAuCl4·3H2O) is mixed as the source of Au(III). Additionally, 1.027 M H2O2 is
added to improve signal-to-noise ratio by promoting the formation of spherical
gold structures. H2O2 slows down the synthesis of amorphous gold nanoparticles
and finally promotes the deposition of Au(0) to the seed nanoparticles conjugated
to the detecting molecules.
The multiplex assay with on-particle PCR has been performed and detected
down to 1000 initial DNA molecules using gold nanoparticles (figure 4.5). The
1000 molecules have been detected with a signal enhancement step during 5
minutes. The 1000 initial target molecules have not been detected before depositing
gold on the seed gold nanoparticles. The inter-particle CV was 12%.
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Figure 4.5 Median colorimetric intensity after performing 3-plex DNA detection
from bacterial meningitis DNAs of 1 000 copies. Synthesized bacterial meningitis
DNAs are diluted to have 1 000 copies in the solution. The particles are targetting
sodC and lytA and negative control.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Discussion
In this Chapter, the proposed platform is summarized. Then, the platform is
compared to the conventional technique in the aspect of multiplexing capacity,
throughput, and low-resource setting. In addition, the limit of this platform is
described. Finally, future works that can make the platform closer to the patient are
presented.
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5.1.

Summary of dissertation
In this dissertation, a new platform is proposed for colorimetric multiplex

bead-based assay. In Chapter 3, the platform is developed and optimized through
the process of the colorimetric multiplex bead-based assay. In Chapter 4, the
platform is validated for immunoassay and genotyping. This platform is developed
to detect assay result through a widely spread device, an office scanner. The
novelty of this platform is to fabricate encoded particles with dual functions and to
introduce signal enhancement step to the encoded microparticles using gold
nanoparticles. This platform can be applied to various situations where operators
need to perform the multiplex assay in high-throughput without high-resource
settings. For example, with re-emerging of infectious diseases where the high
resources have not been set, operators can perform the multiplex assay in high
throughput within office scanners.
Two types of particles are developed in different specs (table 5.1) and applied
to different applications. 300μm particles are used to detect antibodies and finally
applied to discrimination of plasma from autoimmune disease patients. 900μm
particles are used to detect genes and finally applied to detection of bacterial
meningitis DNAs down to 1000 molecules.
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Table 5.1 Spec of developed encoded particles in this dissertation.
Particle
size

Code type

Multiplexing

The number of

Scanning

capacity

particles in A4 scan

resolution

300μm

Binary

70-256

173,000

4,800 dpi

900μm

Character

>2,500,000

19,000

1,200 dpi

The encoded particles are fabricated with having two kinds of polymers which
take different roles for multiplex colorimetric assay. The design of the encoded
particles is considered to be detected with scanners without additional devices. The
fabrication step has been developed to fabricate more than 1000 particles in several
minutes using sequential polymerization with fixing and aligning strategies. The
throughput of the fabrication can be extended in need.
Assay steps using two types of encoded microparticles (table 5.1) have been
optimized for multiplex immunoassay and genotyping. Scanning condition, also,
has been optimized with proper plate setting and resolution. Automated decoding
and analyzing algorithms were proposed and developed. Codes are decoded to
identify target molecules, and colorimetric assay results are analyzed according to
the change of RGB values of transparent regions compared to negative controls. A
five-minute signal enhancing step can decrease the limit of detection if it is needed.
This step has been developed with introducing a gold deposition method to beadbased multiplex assay.
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5.2.

Comparison with previous technology
The colorimetric bead-based platform has advantages in multiplexing capacity,

throughput, and low-resource setting. Multiplexing capacity is high compared to
other previous methods because the bead-based assay has strength in increasing
multiplexing capacity (figure 5.1). The detection process is performed by a widely
spread device, an office scanner, so the platform has strength in a low-resource
setting. Also, the high flexibility of the bead-based platform and the broad field of
view of a scanner make the platform have high throughput to detect multiple
analytes from a large amount of samples parallel.
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Figure 5.1 Comparable information and scoring of previously developed
technology and colorimetric bead-based assay for multiplex point-point-of care
detection [40], [47], [54], [67]–[74].

Figure 5.2 Positioning of colorimetric bead-based platform and other previous
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platforms.
This platform with colorimetric bead-based assay is not operation-free but has
advantages compared to other commercialized machines (figure 5.3). First of all,
the conventional platforms with commercialized machines are not proper to lowresource settings. The machines are expensive ranging from $40,000 to $90,000.
The scanner is much cheaper from $50 to $150 for 4,800 dpi which is the highest
resolution used in this dissertation. Also, the scanner has been spread worldwide,
so the detection platform does not have to be additionally set at many places having
an office scanner. Besides, the price of the kits is lower. The companies
compensate for the profit margin from kits, not from the devices. Also, the cost to
fabricate kits is cheaper compared to kits for other devices. Especially Ella® ,
Verigine® , and Filmarray® utilize fully integrated cartridges for automatic
sequential reactions. Ella® is not proper for expanding multiplex assay in high
capacity because multiplexing limit is 4-plex. This system is more proper to
applications testing one to four targets repetitively with high-throughput.
Verigene® and Filmarray® are not proper for testing many samples in lowresource settings. The throughput of one machine is limited to only one sample in
1-2 hours. To test 100 patients per day with 8-16 hours working, 12 machines are
necessary and the setting of devices costs around $260,000 for Verigene® and
around $720,000 for Filmarray® . Although bead-based assay systems take
operating labors and a long time for running and handling, the platforms of
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Luminex fluorescent bead and this dissertation have high multiplexing capacity and
throughput. It is because beads are flexible to be coupled respectively in parallel
and pooled selectively.

Figure 5.3 Comparison of proposed platform with commercialized set-ups. Pros are
noted in green and cons are noted in red, to be applied to multiplex highthroughput assay within a low-resource setting. The images are devices noted
below respectively.

5.3.

Limit of platform
In the process of preparing samples, additional resource setting is necessary.

For the validation as an immunoassay platform, patient plasma samples are used.
However, to perform an assay using a whole blood sample, a centrifuge is
necessary for extracting plasma from blood. However, the centrifuge costs around
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$100 with being able to centrifuge 2,000 rpm which is used for extracting plasma
from blood. Also, the centrifuges are already spread to get samples to restore or
deliver to centralized centers. In the validation as a genotyping platform, a PCR
machine is used to amplify specific target DNAs. To substitute PCR machine,
enzymes have been used for multiplex isothermal amplification of target genes [77],
[102]. The amplified samples with some isothermal enzyme reactions can be
applied to this system. For example, rolling circle amplification (RCA) and
recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) produce amplified DNAs which can
be captured with encoded microparticles. The multiplex bead-based detection of
isothermally amplified samples has already been shown in fluorescent detection
[103], [104]. So this isothermal amplification can be applied to scanner-based
multiplex assay to guarantee low-resource setting without PCR machines. However,
in this dissertation, a PCR machine is used instead of isothermal amplification with
enzymes.
This platform is not operation-free. Because the operating process is not fully
automated, pipetting is necessary with operators. Operation process can be reduced
by adding microfluidic technology. The microfluidic devices have already been
developed to react and sort particles before imaging [105]. However, this platform
has strength although the platform is not free from handful operations. The
multiplex assay in high multiplexing capacity and throughput can be performed
within operators who can perform biochemical reactions with pipetting and
scanning with office scanners.
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5.4.

Future work
As mentioned in Section 5.3, a PCR machine is additionally used to

genotyping applications in this dissertation. To guarantee as a platform performed
within a low-resource setting, the platform will be applied to isothermally
amplified targets. Among the many isothermal amplification methods [77], [102],
RCA [106] and RPA [107] methods will be applied. RCA has high specificity
because two regions should be reacted to target genes to be amplified. So RCA has
advantages to be applied to multiplex amplification even compared to PCR. RPA is
fast and labor-free with exponential amplification like PCR and one-step
amplification without washing or changing temperature. So RPA can amplify
targets faster than PCR. These amplified DNAs can be coupled to encoded
microparticles, and colorimetric assay will be performed. Finally, the isothermally
amplified targets can be detected by office scanners. Then, the multiplex
genotyping can be performed within a scanner without additional PCR machines.
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국문 초록
본

학위

논문에서는

동시다발적으로

단백질이나

유전물질을

색변화를 통해 진단할 수 있는 플랫폼을 개발하였다. 본 플랫폼은
최종적으로 오피스 스캐너로 분석할 수 있기에 고가의 장비 없이 환자와
보다 가까운 곳에서 활용될 수 있는 기술이다. 코드화된 미세입자를
통해 한 샘플에서 동시에 여러 가지 진단을 가능하게 하였으며, 금
나노입자를 통해 분석 결과가 색 변화로 나타나 스캐너로 검출할 수
있도록 하였다. 해당 기술을 구현하기 위하여 미세입자를 두 가지
물질로 구성되도록 제작하였고 빠르게 대용량으로 제작하는 기술 역시
개발하였다. 또한 색변화로 적은 양의 물질을 검출할 수 있도록 신호
증폭 기술을 입자 기반 진단 기술에 적용하였다.
본 플랫폼을 개발하기 위해서 우선 표적 생체물질을 잡을 수 있는
코드화된 미세입자를 제작하였다. 스캐너로도 분석에 충분한 이미지를
얻을 수 있도록 크기와 물질 등의 디자인이 고려되었다. 본 미세입자를
3분 이내에 1 000 개 이상 제작할 수 있는 방법 역시 개발하였다. 제작된
코드화된 미세입자는 표적 생체물질만을 붙잡을 수 있도록 실리카
코팅된 후 화학적으로 포획분자가 코드 별로 다르게 부착된다. 여러
물질을 표적하는 코드화된 미세입자들은 함께 섞인 뒤에 표적물질이
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있는 샘플과 동시다발적으로 반응한다. 표적물질을 반응 시킨 후에는
표적물질의 존재를 색변화로 나타낼 수 있도록 미세입자에 부착된
표적물질에만 골드 나노파티클이 붙게 된다. 신호가 약한 경우 골드
나노파티클의 크기를 키우는 반응을 통해 신호를 증폭시켜 확인한다.
반응이 모두 끝난 이후 미세입자들은 스캐너로 관측이 되고, 이미지
처리를 통해 코드와 표적물질의 양에 따라 변화된 색변화를 분석한다.
코드는 표적 물질의 종류를 나타내고, 색변화는 표적물질의 존재 정도에
비례하여 나타난다. 미세입자의 크기는 스캐너의 해상도에 직접적으로
연관이 있으므로 1 200 dpi 에서 분석이 가능한 900μm 미세입자와 4 800
dpi 에서 분석이 가능한 300μm 미세입자를 개발하였다. 각 입자는
문자코드를 활용하여 250만 개 이상의 코드를 가질 수 있고, 2진법의
코드를 활용하여 70 에서 256 개의 코드를 가질 수 있도록 개발되었다.
본 플랫폼이 다양한 진단 상황에 적용될 수 있음을 보이기 위하여,
환자 샘플에서 자가면역질환 관련 항체를 검출하는 실험과 적은 양의
박테리아 뇌수막염 관련 유전체를 검출하는 실험을 진행하였다. 4 종류의
동시다발적 분석을 통해 자가면역 질환 환자와 건강한 사람을 비쌍체 t
검정에서 p<0.0001 로 구분할 수 있었으며, 3 종류의 동시다발적 분석을
통해 박테리아 뇌수막염 관련 유전체를 1 000 개까지 검출해낼 수
있었다.
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본 플랫폼을 통해 동시다발적 진단 기술의 의료 혜택을 보다 널리
확장시킬 수 있을 것으로 기대된다. 본 플랫폼은 고가의 장비들이
구축되지 않은 환경에서도 스캐너만 있다면 구현될 수 있으며 많은 수의
표적 물질을 동시에 확인할 수 있고 병렬적으로 많은 샘플을 진단할 수
있도록 개발되었기 때문이다.

주요어: 색변화 기반 동시다발적 진단, 현장 진단 기술, 코드화된
미세입자, 스캐너, 면역 분석이나 유전형 분석을 통한 진단
학번: 2013-20880
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